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“…ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW”
Principal’s Notes by Joyce Hopewell

B

eauty. Peace. Power. Wonder. Joy. Compassion. What
do these have in common? They are all transpersonal
qualities, pure manifestations of energies which exist around
us and beyond us, yet can find a conduit into the world though
us. Beauty is said to be in the eye of the beholder, which places
the concept of beauty in a subject/object relationship. If we see
something we regard as beautiful, that surely is a reflection of
something equally beautiful within us - and in that we should
most definitely rejoice. Beauty is all around but is not always
easy to see. Urban landscapes and inner city life can mask it; the
erosion of natural environments and wild life degrade it; bad
taste, bad manners and the cult of personality can deaden it.
Assagioli says “The fact that beauty is the essential attribute of
the Supreme, Divine Being has been recognised and proclaimed
by thinkers since the dawn of history, and by the great mystics
and most gifted artists of all ages. . . in all that has been created
there must be some vestige, some trace of this essential attribute
of the Prime Creator” (1). And Plato says “the aim of all education
is to teach us to love beauty” (2).
Beauty is generally accepted to be a combination of shapes,
colours, textures, sounds, ideas and qualities which please the
aesthetic senses. A piece of music, magnificent natural scenery,
a painting or sculpture, an intellectual argument - all of these,
plus many more you can probably think of for yourself - can be
beautiful. Venus at it highest level of expression is the planet we
might associate with the expression and manifestation of beauty.
At this level the harmonious blending of all the components (in,
for example, a work of art) combine to make an aesthetic whole.
A personal favourite of sheer beauty and the expression of Venus
at this high level is Canova’s sculpture “The Three Graces”.
Conceptual art leaves me cold and baffled. But maybe that’s
because I’m looking at it through Venus eyes; if I switch to viewing

JAPANESE FANS IN KYOTO SHOP
by Maylis Curie http://maylisphotography.my-expressions.com

it through the expression of Mercury at its highest level I can “get
it” because here Mercury is pure creative communication. But to
me, alas, it’s not art. Well, not the sort I like, anyway.
In the 6th form I had an English teacher called Tom Gibson
who encouraged us as students to be critical. When discussing
anything new we’d seen, or read, he told us to ask three questions:
What does it say? How does it say it? Was it worth saying? Tom
is long gone, but his advice has stayed with me. In the pursuit
and appreciation of beauty in art, music, literature, theatre and
numerous aspects of everyday life, these same questions can be
applied. And maybe that is all you need to know. . . . but here I’m
going to let the poet John Keats have the last word :
“Beauty is Truth, truth beauty, - that is all you know on earth,
and all you need to know” (3)
1) Transpersonal Development by Roberto Assagioli
2) Plato - The Republic
3) Ode on a Grecian Urn - John Keats
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A Special Time…
This edition of Conjunction celebrates
a very special time for Huber Astrology. It
was some forty years ago that Bruno and
Louise Huber first set up AstrologischPsychologisches Institut in Switzerland.
Twenty-five years ago Richard
Llewellyn and Pam Tyler, inspired by
the work of the Hubers, established the
UK Huber School, later to become API
(UK).
The work of the Hubers and Richard
then enabled Rosa Solé-Gubianes to take
Astrological Psychology to the Spanish
speaking world. It is the 18th Anniversary
of Huber Astrology in Spain.

So I hope all API (UK) members and
other readers of this newsletter will join
me in thanking all those involved in the
inception and growth of Huber Astrology
worldwide.
Conjunction is pleased to celebrate
these milestones with contributions from
Members and friends of API (UK). As
you will see, many people have taken
the opportunity to express thanks to
Richard Llewellyn for his very generous
contribution to the growth of Huber
astrology in the UK and overseas.
Happy Retirement Richard
Sara Inkster, Conjunction Editor.

Louise Huber, Richard Llewellyn and Bruno Huber at Froebel College, London, 1992

For Members Only…
There is often insufficient space in
Conjunction to include all the articles I get
sent, so there are some extra ones for API
(UK) Members to enjoy.
CONJUNCTION EXTRA is an
occasional edition, available to members
of API (UK) via the Members Only area of
the web site (www.api-uk.org).
Members need a password for the
Members Only Area. For this please email
your request to Jane Brooks with your
membership number: jane@api-uk.org
If you would like to contribute to this
online edition, or indeed the printed
edition, of Conjunction please contact me
via email: inkster.sara@abelalways.co.uk
All contributions welcomed. I do hope
you enjoy both editions and welcome any
feedback or suggestions. Sara.

A Message of Thanks
As some of you know 1’m ‘retiring’ from my association with API
this month, and at a Council Meeting on the 9th May Joyce kindly
presented me with a folder containing messages of ‘bon voyage’
from any of you with whom 1’m happy to have been associated
at some time during my 25 years with the school. I have sent
thankyou notes to some of these well-wishers but not yet to all – it
takes me longer to do some tasks, however pleasant, than it used
to! So may I please take this opportunity to say a heartfelt thank
you to those of you who have not yet heard from me. And to those
who don’t know I also received, from Joyce and Barry, a collection
of school photographs which have been taken over the years and
which they put together on a CD as well as in an album.
During my years with API I have met with so many truly lovely
people, some of whom I have got to know better than others.
But, because we all seem to live so far apart, it is sad that deeper
friendships have not always had the opportunity to develop in the
way I would have preferred. It has sometimes felt like ‘ships that

from Richard

pass in the night’ but what wonderful ‘ships’ they have been. And,
what a privilege its been to have worked with some of you, either as
my students or as participants in workshops, and to have watched
the unfolding and blossoming of so many inspiring and beautiful
personalities. My warm and sincere thanks to all of you who have
contributed to the many happy and fulfilling experiences I have
enjoyed over the past 25 years.

Richard Llewellyn in Switzerland
1982 on his visit to Louise and
Bruno Huber to set up API(UK)

Congratulations to Richard Llewellyn
on the API (UK) 25 year Jubilee
Dear friends in the English speaking countries and readers
of Conjunction,
I remember very well, when Richard Llewellyn and Pamela
Taylor came to Adliswil in 1982, to talk to us about creating a
correspondence course in English. Bruno and I were delighted,
because we know that both of them were very able to do this.
And they really did it very well. It took them some time to
prepare and write. They had the power and the courage to
keep on, in spite of the amount of work. They also motivated
other psychological trained persons to help them. It became a
real group effort, they were all well dedicated to do something
worthwhile for human development and welfare. Thanks to all
of them but especially to Richard, who gave everyone the right
impulse and enthusiastic energies with his strong motivation!
At the 8th of June 1983 they founded the English Huber-School.
Since then they, and especially Richard, did wonderful work in
training a lot of people in the Huber-Method of counselling
and in using Psychosynthesis in Astrology. Richard also helped
tremendously to spread the Huber-Method around the world.
With his help we really became internationally well known for
which we are very thankful.
Because the material Richard had created was done so well,
we decided to translate the English lessons into German. For
a long time we had wanted to create a correspondence course

by Louise Huber

in German, but we did not have the time. We had spent our
time getting a lot of people through our School in Switzerland,
Germany and Austria. Therefore it was a real gift that we
could use the English version and we appreciated very much
Richard’s agreement for us to do this. Through his generosity
we founded in 1986 the API-Fernstudium. This helped to
spread the knowledge of Astrological Psychology into small
towns. A lot of people who were unable to join our workshops
took advantage of learning in this way. Without this work
many peoples could not have experienced the holistic HuberMethod.
This is a blessed moment of great honour and thankfulness,
of togetherness and cooperation. Richard now deserves the
time to take more care of himself and to enjoy everything in
life. It is the attribute of the Aquarius Age of the “Harmony
of Originals” which we have been lucky enough to experience
with him. He always was and still is a real friend, often when I
had problems I would call him and always he had an open ear
and gave me the right direction to go in. I hope that we will still
have many good times ahead of us to enjoy our friendship.
We are sending Richard our very best wishes for a lucky time
and a peaceful future.
Light, Love, and Power,
Louise and Michael Huber
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Escuela Huber de Astrología, a Huber ‘sister’ school

A

s with most conceptions, serendipity played a key role in
the setting up of Escuela Huber de Astrología (EHA). This
occurred during an extended stay in London during 1983-1985.
Being in England was a break from my former life and the start
of new avenues. Owing to a natural attraction to astrology,
one of my first decisions was to go in deep in the astrological
world. Accordingly, I enrolled in the correspondence course
of the Faculty for Astrological Studies. When nearly finishing
this, I noticed a small advertisement a course offering both
psychological astrology and the ageless wisdom of Alice Bailey.
This was an amazing find, could it really exist?
In May of 1985 I requested the prospectus, but it was not
until January 1986 that I applied to the English Huber School. I
was allocated my student number and Alice Llewellyn as tutor.
From hereon, a long and unexpectedly rich relationship began
with Alice and, more especially, with Richard. Their house
rapidly became my second home in my second country. I will
never forget my first visit to Totnes. It is still very easy for me to
remember how warm their welcome was and the considerable
effort and patience they needed to decipher my assignments
– always written in less than conventional ‘Spanglish’.
A turning point happened whilst attending a seminar run
by Bruno and Louise in Sarnen in May 1987. This was my first
contact at a very deep level with a familiar energy. From here
my decision to spread their work in Spain was taken. From
then the arrow of my time has followed this same direction.
Apart from becoming sentimental, the main purpose in
recalling these memories is to put into words what I always
feel – a very real gratitude to Richard Llewellyn. Indeed, I feel
an immense appreciation and recognition for his continuous
generosity to me ever since the EHA was born. There has
always been a helping hand. His support, courage and wise
advice have made easy what appeared at times to be difficult
issues. Without his help I would have never achieved my goal
of spreading the Huber’s message among the Spanish speaking
community in Europe and America.
Richard’s skill in applying Psychosynthesis techniques and
the Huber method have helped to provide very useful insights
to Spanish students. This, of course, must go with my thanks
for the help of the wonderful Lola, the lovely and smart

The ﬁrst Face to Face in Spain. Canet de Mar, July 1992

translator. There have been laughs, tears, hugs, deep sharing,
group understanding, and many more shared emotions with
the feeling that everybody is belonging to a family, a soul family.
They are also the unforgettable images of the many people who
attended the seminars run by Richard in Spain. There are no
words to express my deep gratitude to a BIG LEO’S HEART.
Life goes on and time has arrived to celebrate the Swiss API
40th birthday this year; the English School’s 25th and the Spanish
school’s 18th. In this time the Spanish school has spread widely.
The books of Bruno, Louise and Michael have been translated
into Spanish, thanks to API (UK) editions. Moreover, in recent
years, Louise and Michael have come often to introduce the
Swiss B-courses, which have been translated into Spanish.
There is no doubt that all this has helped the growth of the
Escuela Huber de Astrologia.
The Ascendant of EHA is Leo. Because Louise says that the
ASC is related with the soul’s purpose, could it be that Leo has
been around helping with the foundation stones of the EHA?
Now, another Leo, Michael A. Huber, is supporting the Spanish
API’s development with his research and new findings.
I am very happy to celebrate the 25th anniversary of Richard’s
great contribution to the API family, because I feel strongly that
we belong to a big family around the world, sharing the same
consciousness evolution, no matter that we live in different
countries.
A huge hug from all your Spanish friends!!
Rosa Solé www.escelahuber.org

A letter to Richard from Rev Pam Tyler-Montgomery

Pam Tyler at an early tutor meeting, 1980’s
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Twenty five years Richard. What an astonishing feat of passion, endurance
and love for astrology. Congratulations on bringing the school to the stature it
now holds. The Huber tradition has been well served by your leadership and
teaching. I am personally grateful that you persevered in illuminating Bruno
and Louise’s work for a wider community. It is my continuing prayer that all
those who find astrology to be a source of wisdom and inspiration will set aside
their abiding astrological habits or prejudices to discover afresh what profound
insights the Huber method can offer.
It’s time to relax now, travel, kick back, and bask in the gratitude so many
have for your guidance . I know ‘once an astrologer always an astrologer’ so I’m
quite sure your engagement with astrology has not ended. For one thing, you
need to come to the Land of Enchantment (New Mexico) to share what Huber
Astrology in the 21st century already looks like.
Blessings and much love to you and the entire Huber community.
The Rev. Pam Tyler-Montgomery (Dip API, 1981)
San Geronimo Lodge, Taos, New Mexico

Dear Richard
A

t the last API (UK) Council Meeting Richard was gifted
with a presentation binder of photos and messages from
all the friends that make up the API (UK) family (see photo
right). When I asked API (UK) members if they had a message
for Richard, for inclusion in this issue of Conjunction, I found
myself in the happy position of having more copy than space.
So I have edited extracts from only some of the many lovely
comments that were sent and will be letting Richard have all
your messages in full. Sara Inkster, Editor.
Dear Richard, So many memories of your Leo warmth, kindness, and
for your presence at all the wonderful astrological events over the years.
As well as writing all those manuals. What a lot you have given to The
Huber School and to us all. Thank you for being ‘Richard,’ and continue
to enjoy the rest of your life’s journey. With love, as ever, Wendy ‘the
evergreen’ Oak.
I ﬁrst met Richard at Face to Face in Totnes in 1990 when I was a new
student. He was always such a real gentleman and showed great respect
for everyone’s uniqueness and individuality in such a reassuring and
non-judgemental way. It is always his positive regard and respect which
shines through and makes me feel so ‘heard’ and ‘validated’. Good
luck Richard, I wish you well in all your future endeavours. With love
from Pauline Southall

25 years of API: Joyce Hopewell and Richard Llewellyn, 2008

Richard is compassionate, interested and always focussed. Just look
where his Sun and Neptune are. His exacting Saturn has kept me on
task and enabled me to be relevant. Lesley Redfern
Richard, thank you for all your support along the way. PLEASE PLEASE
do make sure you now devote your energies towards relaxation and
indulgent Leo pleasures! With my Warmest Best Wishes, Sue Seymour
I ﬁrst met Richard many moons ago when he introduced South Africa
to the Huber method and we met again in South Africa when he ran a
week long course in Johannesburg. It seems to me that he was at many
signiﬁcant turning points for me and I am sure many students feel the
same way. We all value Richard’s immense contribution to astrology,
of course, but it is his warmth and sincerity that ‘sold’ API to me, and
makes me feel part of the ‘Huber family’. So a big thank you to Richard
for sowing all those seeds! Caroline Buck

14/08/25 06:19 BST Sidcup, Kent UK
A colour version of Richard’s chart can be seen in Conjunction #42

Dear Richard, I wish you many serene and happy days of walking
the hills; picnicking in the woods, listening to the song of the birds and
watching the clouds go by, as you relax and enjoy your retirement.
Looking at your Chart it seems indeed ﬁtting that your Age Point is now
almost exactly in the middle of Libra, making a transitory Achievement
Triangle with Pluto opposition Jupiter and balancing the two perfectly,
on the 5/11 axis, which axis is no doubt promoting the present climate of
joyful felicitations. I wonder to what further inner, spiritual developments
‘the guiding hand’ of Higher Consciousness is directing you via the
transformed energies of that opposition? May they be profound and
beautiful. Many blessings and much love, Catharine Collier

Barry Hopewell shares a thought about Richard’s chart: Two of the
great observable things about Richard are his tremendous initiatory
energies and his fascination with new technologies, such as his need
to always have the latest software. These suggest to me that Mars and
Uranus may actually be stressed in his chart (birth time is uncertain). If
you add about 35 minute to the birth time, this nicely gives Mars stressed
before the AC and Uranus stressed before the 8th cusp. This also places
Saturn near the Balance Point of the third house, which would have been
ideal for establishing the manuals and structures to create API(UK). It
also places his Sun/Neptune conjunction near the 12th Low Point, which
I feel is not inconsistent with what we see in Richard.
Dear Richard, I just want to thank you for what you did for Astrology by
translating the Huber approach and starting the English Huber School.
It was a very important step for astrology. And thank you for having
been that charismatic person leading the school, even that was very
important, it needed the Leo’s natural authority. The course changed my
life. Thanks for the wonderful, very instructive weekends at ‘Face to Face’
in Totnes and thank you for coming to Norway giving a Psychosynthesis
weekend. With my best wishes and a hug, Christa Hensel
It has been a privilege to have been a student of Richard’s and to have
beneﬁted from his wisdom and warmth. Jane Ritson
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WORKSHOPS 2008
In 2008, Astrology 1 is being presented as three
separate one-day workshops. Full details and
descriptions of these workshops are included in
our 2008 Workshop Programme which you can
download from the website - www.api–uk.org
Sunday 20 July, FACE TO FACE: ASTROLOGY
1, WORKSHOP 2 The Planets and Their
Psychological Drives. A one day course for Diploma
students or those with previous experience of the
Huber Method. With Maria Maw in Marple, Stockport,
Cheshire. Details from Jane Brooks Tel: 0161-221-2224
email: jane@api-uk.org
Saturday 2 August, FACE TO FACE:
ASTROLOGY 1, WORKSHOP 3 The House
Level – Meeting the World. A one day course for
Diploma students or those with previous experience of
the Huber Method. Details from Jane Brooks Tel: 0161221-2224 email: jane@api-uk.org
Sunday September 14th, LOOKING AT CLICK
CHARTS, FAMILY AND FRIENDS with Maria
Maw, 10-4, Marple, Stockport. £20. Pre-booking
with £10 deposit to Maria Maw, 19, Barracks Sq,
Macclesﬁeld, SK11 8HF.
Saturday 11 October, ASPECT PATTERNS IN
THE NATAL AND HOUSE CHARTS - A Case
of Us And Them? with Kathy Rogers and Helen
Lambert, in Bramhall – Contact Helen Lambert Tel:
0161 211 0995 lambert.hallam@ntlworld.com
Saturday 11 October, DISCOVERING
ASTROLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY with
Jeremy Cooper and Maggie Jeffery, in Thornbury,
Gloucestershire. Contact Maggie on 01454 413535
email: maggiejeffery2@hotmail.co.uk

API ( UK ) BOOKSHOP
On-line Bookshop at

www.api–uk.org
books, booklets, CD’s, audio tapes
10% discount to API (UK) members
For details of new and second-hand books and
learning material please contact Linda Tinsley for a
current catalogue.
70 Kensington Road, Southport, PR9 0RY
tel: +44(0)1704-544652
email: lucindatinsley@talktalk.net
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CONGRATULATIONS...
To the following students who have successfully
completed their studies:
Intermediate Foundation Certiﬁcate:
Cathy Descamps-Large (France)
API (UK) Diploma in Astrology:
Margaret O’Shea (Ireland)
Kamini Sheth (India)

STUDY GROUPS
THE CHESHIRE STUDY GROUP
A study group for the Cheshire and Manchester area.
Meetings are held on or around the Full Moon every month,
except during the Christmas/New Year period. The group
meets between 7.30 and 10pm at members’ houses on a rota.
We welcome all Huber astrologers and students and anyone
else interested in the way Astrological Psychology works.
We usually try to include a Full Moon Meditation. For more
information please contact Jane Brooks: 0161 221 2224 or
email: jane@api-uk.org

LONDON ASTROLOGY GROUP
The London Astrology Group meets regularly in Battersea,
London, SW11. Meetings last two-and-a-half hours.
For further information and the dates for 2008 meetings
please contact Sue Lewis on 07946 600304 or email:
suelewis7@tiscali.co.uk

News from London
and the South East
On 9 June I gave an illustrated talk at the Astrological Lodge
of London entitled, “Colour, shape, perception and the role of
Jupiter” in which I explored the Hubers visual approach to chart
drawing and psychological interpretation. I set Astrological
Psychology in its historical context, referring to Ptolemy’s 30degree aspects, Gauquelin’s statistical work on planets stressed
behind angles, Kandinsky’s theory of colour and spirituality
and Rudhyar’s astrological insights into psychological, sociocultural and spiritual, as well as Assagioli’ s psychosynthesis,
as formative ingredients of Huber Astrology. The talk was
well received and generated quite a few questions. I shall be
expanding this talk to spend an evening with the Brighton and
Hove Astrology Group on 31 July.
I’ve recently invested in a new laptop and projector, so that
I can deliver a PowerPoint presentation and put up MegaStar
charts on the spot, and I’m looking forward to visiting a few
more local groups over the coming months, as well as seeing
you all at the conference in Manchester in November.
Have a wonderful summer,
Sue Lewis
suelewis7@tiscali.co.uk

BOOK NEWS from Barry Hopewell
Transformation: Astrology as a Spiritual Path
t last, the complete set of eight volumes (1) by the Hubers
on astrological psychology is available fully translated into
English. The set will be completed by the imminent availability
of Transformation: Astrology as a Spiritual Path, being a full
translation of Transformationen: Astrologie als Geistiger Weg,
which was published in German in 1996.
This new book is a significant extension of the earlier Huber
book Lebensuhr Band 3, which was published in English
translation by Samuel Weiser under the title Astrology and the
Spiritual Path in 1990 (now out of print), which many readers
of Conjunction will already have on their bookshelves.
It describes processes of transformation and personal/
spiritual growth as natural stages in human development, and
relates these to astrological indicators in the Natal, House and
Moon Node horoscopes.
New material that was not in Astrology and the Spiritual Path
includes:
• a new chapter on Dynamic Quadrants and the Dynamic
House System (previously published in the API (UK)
booklet The Dynamic Quadrants). In the Dynamic House
System, the psychological impact of one house begins at
the Low Point of the preceding house, with implications
for Stress Planets (below) and for Age Progression. The
Dynamic Quadrants have particular application to
understanding the sequences of human behaviour, how
individuals go about doing things and how they act

A

together and understand each other in relationships and
in teams.
• a new chapter on Stress Planets – those planets that lie
between Low Point and cusp ‘serve two masters’ in
their own house and the next house, and thereby are
prone to stress and the development of compensation
mechanisms.
• expanded material on the House Horoscope, how it was
discovered, its application in understanding environmental
influences, and its use in conjunction with Natal and
Nodal horoscopes.
• a new section on the Integration Horoscope (previously
published in the API (UK) booklet The Integration
Horoscope). This horoscope is concerned with the
relationship between the ego planets in the Natal and
Nodal horoscopes – the conscious personality and the
shadow/ karmic influences.
We hope to include a review of Transformation: Astrology as
a Spiritual Path in the next issue of Conjunction. At the same
time, we also hope to include details of Joyce Hopewell’s new
book The Living Birth Chart.
Footnote (1) The full set of eight books is as follows: Astrological
Psychosynthesis, The Astrological Houses, The Planets and their Psychological
Meaning, Aspect Pattern Astrology, LifeClock, Moon Node Astrology,
Transformation: Astrology as a Spiritual Path, Reflections and Meditations
on the Signs of the Zodiac.

NEW LEVELS OF INTERPRETATION IN THE
ASPECT PATTERN by Michael Huber
Review by Birger Tornes
With regard to aspect astrology Michael Huber is the
leading astrologer, par excellence, in the world. In this booklet
he takes us for a drive into the pattern within the spaces in the
aspect structure. This is new and valuable knowledge, which
I would like to see included in API (UK)’s courses.
“As above, so below; as without so within” the old
hermeneutic saying goes. Just as the space between the
planets in our solar system is not filled with emptiness, the
‘empty space’ of the chart contains hidden human spiritual
qualities, drives and abilities, however out of range of our
consciousness.
It’s a must to learn how to interpret the different chart
features introduced here – stars, gaps and channels – and
how to draw and colour them. Not the least important, is to
tune yourself in to this new dimension in the horoscope, into
the realms of spiritual astrology. Very convincingly Michael
Huber also explains how necessary it is to relate this new way
of interpreting the chart to the three crosses.
In the typical Huber way, Michael has carried out
meticulous basic research: hundreds of horoscopes went
through his hands, his head and heart, before his theory
became tangible.

I highly recommend this booklet to any astrologer and
diploma student, who wants to expand their understanding
of the deeper meanings of the chart. Here you can learn to
reflect on the cardinal core, the fixed aspect pattern and the
mutable spaces that lie between the lines and link everything
together.
One of the booklet’s weaknesses is the lack of colour. You
could use coloured pens - either marking in the colour on the
charts in the booklet or sketching your own colour copies.
Another weakness is that the material is not immediately
easily accessible or easy to grasp simply by reading the booklet
by oneself. Attending lectures and workshops on the subject
would prove very helpful I feel, in order to really develop a
feeling for the significance of these factors.
The real strength of this booklet is that it fulfils its aim
of introducing a complex essential subject to the Englishspeaking world. It will be valuable indeed if astrologers are
able to incorporate this relatively new way of interpretation
into their astrological concepts.
Many Thanks Michael!
Birger Tornes
NORWAY
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MAGGIE’S MUSINGS
Hello everyone!
As I write this, various European countries are witnessing
protests by fishermen and lorry drivers about the rising cost
of diesel. Images of fish being given away to pensioners on the
dockside were less traumatic than seeing milk being poured
down the drains while bemused cows looked on. Rage was
palpable and to see the results of one’s labours literally going
down the drain must have been heartbreaking. As the effects
of “Peak Oil” kick in, I guess such reactions will become
commonplace. But what happens afterwards, when anger
dissipates and fear sets in?
So what has this to do with astrological psychology and
counselling? I seem to remember last century someone saying
when scientific advance was galloping ahead that, “Mankind
has come of age”. Surely this implies individuals taking
responsibility for doing their own work? Discovering what
motivates them, working to come into balance so that they
can begin to discover their unique gifts and talents and offer
them to their community?
Maybe this is why so many forms of self-help have come
into such prominence now. Bookshops are full such books
perhaps because, deep down, many many people are searching
for answers to the hubris that seems to prevail.
I believe that understanding the significance of the Birth

by Maggie Jeffery, Student Rep
Chart and, for example, using those patterns of unconscious
motivation as a tool towards self knowledge and personal
growth has never been more important. So how do we promote
this understanding, given the misconceptions, negativity and
lack of awareness that still seem to surround Astrology?
Conceptually the gulf between Saturn and the transpersonal
planets, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto can be seen as energetically
bridging the gap between our earthly and Divine nature.
Joanna Macy suggests becoming “warriors” and walking
with compassion. Her work focuses on questions of personal
transformation and spirituality and, if you haven’t already
discovered her work, well worth exploring – see joannamacy.
net.
Do let me know what you think. In all the turbulence and
change that’s going on, it seems really important for us to be
sharing ideas, making some sort of sense of it all, and I guess
exploring new ways of dealing with the challenges that we
face.
Enjoy the summer!
Maggie
Maggie Jeffery, 23 Wharfedale,
Thornbury, BRISTOL, BS35 2DS
Tel: 01454-413535
maggiejeffery2@hotmail.co.uk

ASTROLOGICAL PODCASTS
I presume some of you have an iPod? I have discovered a
great use for an iPod – free podcasts. These are great for when
you are travelling or exercising. With the range of astrology
and spiritual topics available you have plenty to choose from.
If you have iTunes go to the iTunes Store and select Podcasts
and then power search. Enter ‘astrology’ in the search box
and when the icons appear click on see all. Then scroll down
to the ones that interest you. I can recommend Evolutions
of Astrology, Turning of the Wheel (interviews with Donna
Cunningham on Pluto into Capricorn and Michelle Avanti
on AstroCartoGraphy, etc) and Jessica Adams – Astrology for
Beginners. Click on the right-hand side free – get episode to
send to your iTunes and then download onto your iPod.
Other websites you may want to look at are Contact Talk
Radio and Hay House Radio. Hay House have free podcasts
from Dr. Wayne Dyer, Doreen Virtue, Louise Hay, Sonia

by Jane Ritson

Choquette, Sylvia Browne, Esher and Jerry Hicks, Mark Husson
(astrology) and Caroline Myss, amongst others.
WORKSHOP

Jane Ritson is hoping to set up a new workshop in West
Yorkshire in early October with Suzanna Axisa (www.
axisalighthouseintuition.com).
Jane says: “Suzanna is a spiritual teacher of integrity and
ability and is considered to be a teacher’s teacher. She channels
info from an Ascended Master whose teaching is loving yourself
as a pre-requisite for doing spiritual work. Her workshops are
tailored to the participants and relevant info. is channelled
through.”
No ﬁrm date as we go to press so please contact Jane
(janeritson@googlemail.com) if you require any more
information.

ASSESSED ASSIGNMENTS
UPDATE: DIPLOMA STUDENTS
Students often ask about the page length expected
when they write assessed assignments. In order to make
things clearer the following wording will be added to the
instructions for AA1, 2 and 3:
* Your response to this assignment should clearly and
concisely answer each question, without including material
that is not relevant.
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* You should strike a suitable balance between brevity and
demonstrating your understanding of the subject matter.
As a guideline, if your assignment is more than
*
7 x A4 pages in length for assignment AA1
*
10 x A4 pages in length for assignment AA2
*
12 x A4 pages in length for assignment AA3
you should consider that it may need editing.

MUSICAL ASTROLOGY

T

his article is to share an idea that came to me about
expressing the birth chart in terms of music. While I was
working on an assignment question about the tool planets,
I thought of the example of singing in harmony for Venus.
It then occurred to me that when we sing in harmony each
group starts on alternate notes and this corresponds to the
Venusian sextile aspect which links alternate signs. It seemed
logical, therefore, that if alternate notes express the harmony
of the sextile aspect, then the qualities of all the other aspects
could be expressed by playing any two notes the same distance
apart as the number of signs apart the aspect is. To illustrate
this I have added musical notes to the Ptolemaic arrangement
below.

Therefore, the semi-sextile can be expressed as C and D, the
sextile as C and E, and so on, with the conjunction as C and
C (an octave higher). I have used C as the starting point, but
we could use any note, as it is the distance between the notes
that should convey the quality of the aspect.
Using this principle for the aspects it is then possible to play
the sound of an aspect figure. I found it better to play the
notes in a repetitive sequence (rather than simultaneously)
in order to absorb the mood it creates. For example, playing
A, C, E over and over for the small talent triangle created, to
my ear; a softly flowing impression, reminiscent of Mozart’s
Moonlight Sonata. But playing C, B, A repeatedly for the
irritation triangle felt more unsettling and reminded me of
the tune for Run Rabbit Run.
I then got really excited at the thought of being able to play
the entire aspect structure of a chart. Wouldn’t it be fantastic
if people could have the unique sound of their chart on a CD,
perhaps to use for meditation? But then I ran into difficulty,
because my system doesn’t allow for the larger aspect figures

by JULIET BROWN

that enclose the inner core. It is limited to one half of the
circle. I thought of using semitones as well, so that there
are twelve notes to work with. In theory that should work,
but when I tried it, it didn’t sound right. For example, the
sequence for a large talent triangle sounded slightly creepy,
whereas I thought it should sound majestic or at least fairly
agreeable.
I then went back to what I had so far and tested it blind
on the monthly study group in Manchester. I played the
combinations· of notes for each aspect in random order and
asked people to write down what sensation it evoked in them.
This might be a feeling, thought, image, colour, etc. I didn’t
particularly want them to try and guess the aspect because I
thought that if it is valid then it should correlate for everyone
whether or not they have any knowledge of astrology. The
results were pretty mixed.
For the square I had the best results. Compatible words
were: marching, stepping forward with intent, insistent,
demanding, waking up, energetic and even London’s Burning,
Fire! Fire!
For the semi-sextile I had quite a few compatible words:
movement, running, alert, little quick steps, children playing
and spring in the step. Some interesting words for the
opposition were: icicles, sombre, rainfall, waterfall, a long
way, dislike, not keen.
For the sextile I had some words of enjoyment: fairground,
play, laughter and pleasant. Two people said seesaw and
pendulum. That’s not normally how we think of the sextile but
it could describe Venus weighing things to make a decision.
For the other aspects there were few hits.
For the trine there was comfortable and neighbours chatting
over the fence (perhaps suggesting the easy going connection
between planets linked by trine), for the quincunx there was
stretching and an urge to grow, and for the conjunction there
was unitive.
The conjunction also reminded two people of Christmas
and lights. The only way I could correlate that is by thinking of
the conjunction as the birth of something new and Christmas
represents both the birth of Christ and, as the winter solstice,
the triumph of light over dark. The conjunction is related to
the Sun and Moon, which are of course ‘the lights.’
To conclude, the group was probably too small to be
statistically significant and there was no shortage of words
that didn’t fit. But I was encouraged that quite a lot did. Much
work has already been done down the ages on the connection
between astrology and music, and by far greater minds than
mine. I have approached the topic in a very simplistic way,
through seeing a connection between something in the real
world (singing in harmony) and an astrological principle.
This gave me the inspiration to want to express astrology in a
language that transcends words and resonates deeply within,
perhaps even to the soul level.
Juliet would love to hear from readers, her email address is
julietdkb@msn.com

Visit the API (UK) website at www.api-uk.org
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YOGA AND ASTROLOGY: Melding the Wisdom
of Two Ancient Technologies

A

couple of Decembers ago, I sat in half-lotus on my yoga
mat, palms on my knees, eyes closed, breath moving in
and out with each forward and backward motion of my torso.
“Pull your shoulders back and push your sternum up – and –
out – as you inhale,” the teacher told us. “Then do the opposite
as you exhale. Every inhalation opens your heart chakra.”
I immediately thought of Leo – the heart, the Sun – and was
a little amused that we were doing the set in the dead of winter.
Then I thought, ‘What would happen if we melded astrology
with yoga – if we taught the two together?’
After class, I invited the teacher, Vera Silva, out for coffee.
Last September, we held our ﬁrst monthly Yoga & Astrology
Workshop at her studio, Yoga Grounds, in the Los Angeles
foothills.

by Kathy Crabb, M.A.
relationships and world views. Physically, the bones, especially
the spine, the legs and the feet, may be impacted.
Vera and I spend some time in our workshops discussing
the dynamics of the chakras, the planets and the signs. We do
lots of yoga, meditation, visualization, games, creative work
and self-reﬂection to give people an opportunity to reﬂect on
their own experience of each sign and to identify and practice
different ways to rebalance skewed energies.

Melding Yoga and Astrology

Kundalini yoga and Astrological Psychology are both
concerned with how energies operate within body and psyche.
In astrology, those energies are symbolized by houses, signs,
planets and aspects; in Kundalini, they come in the form of
chakras, which are energy centers located from the base of the
spine to the crown of the head.
Each symbol is associated with speciﬁc energies and their
related functions, and there is considerable overlap in the
recognized energies between the two disciplines. For example
Saturn and the ﬁrst chakra relate to security; Sun and the third
chakra relate to will.
Furthermore, imbalances in each energy have been identiﬁed,
and resolutions or “corrections” have been proposed that can
rebalance the skewed energy. In yoga, the corrections consist of
physical postures, breathwork and mantras; in astrology, they
may be more behavioral, attitudinal or psychological. Both
disciplines also bring a spiritual dimension into the fold.
Bringing the two disciplines together can be profoundly
enlightening for astrologers, yogis and other people who
grapple with physical, psychological or spiritual challenges
– which is to say, virtually everyone!
Take Saturn, for Example
The ﬁrst chakra, which is associated with Saturn, is the
secure foundation needed to build strength in each subsequent
chakra. It’s the place where the Kundalini – the individual
potential, the creative life force, symbolized by a coiled serpent
– resides, ready to uncoil and slither up the spine to the crown,
to open the self to universal energy.
The ﬁrst chakra is the place where we establish security so
we can risk individuating, we can risk moving from the IC
to the MC, from the safe home of Cancer to the summit of
Capricorn. The ﬁrst chakra and Saturn correlate, in a sense,
to John Bowlby’s “secure base” theory in developmental
psychology: The child needs assurance of basic psychological
security before he can venture out into the world.
When that security is absent – when the ﬁrst chakra is out
of balance, when Saturn is troubled – we feel ungrounded,
insecure, unsupported and fearful. We cling to the mother,
to the ground, to our material possessions, to ritualized
behaviors. Risk becomes overwhelming. We become defensive
and overprotective and these states affect our ambitions,
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Yoga for the Libra Archetype: Pam Albro and Annette Cammarano participate
in the Libra workshop last fall. Here, they engage in partner yoga.

In addition to pure lecture and pure exercise, we try to
bring in objects and actions from everyday life so everyday
awakenings and rememberings occur even after people leave
the workshop. So we’ve been known to give foot massages
(Pisces), have ice-holding contests (Scorpio) and feel various
objects while blindfolded (Taurus). We’ve bounced superballs around the studio (Gemini), visualized ourselves leading
protests (Aquarius) and done muscle testing (Capricorn).
We’ve even played darts (Sagittarius)!
Casting the Self in the Story

But we also spend a lot of time storytelling. In fact, after a fun
or thoughtful ice breaker, most Workshops start with a myth
or fairy tale that illustrates the dynamics we’ll be exploring
and places the discussion in an understandable context. Most
participants say sheepishly that they “don’t know a thing
about astrology.” But I assure them they don’t need to, because
everyone can relate to a story.
Though we’ve used several of the Greek myths commonly
associated with each sign (Aphrodite for Libra, Hermes for
Gemini), we’ve also strayed a little from the usual course. For
Taurus, we looked at the Buddha, and for Leo, I’ll be telling
the story of Superman. Perhaps my favourite, though, was the
Capricorn story – Rapunzel* – which we’ll be revisiting from a
different perspective for Cancer.
The value of storytelling is immeasurable. It provides a
structure on which to hang the headier concepts we explore
in each workshop. Participants can place themselves in the
context of the story to understand where they are within a very
complex archetype.

The images of story can also become shorthand, both
within the workshop and beyond, for describing a feeling
or experience. Someone might say “I’m really stuck in the
tower right now” when he’s feeling trapped in an intolerable
situation, habit or mindset. Someone else, recently ﬁred from
her job, might say, “The witch just cut my hair and threw me
out the window.” Story images can be a vivid springboard for
conversation and self-exploration.
And – like astrology itself – storytelling also universalizes
problems with which people can otherwise feel very alone.
Stories connect us to other humans and other times. They
suggest the temporalness of the current predicament and what
the unfolding process might look like, might feel like.
The Workshop Experience

Stories, yoga, games, creative work, self-reﬂection,
meditation, visualization: It sounds like a lot of stuff packed
into a 2½- hour period – and it is. But the aim through it all is
to give an experience of how the energy of the current zodiac
sign reverberates throughout our lives: body, mind, soul;
work, home, self, relationships; past, present, future; and other
situations that participants bring to the day.
Though it’s tempting to try, we know we can’t cover all
aspects of each sign, so we focus on a small constellation of
issues. For example, with Capricorn, we discussed setting and
achieving goals. In the process, we touched on the meaning
and expression of “spinelessness,” solitude, security, strength,
survival, ﬂexibility (and lack thereof), authority, limitations,
obedience, resources and selfhood.
After telling the story of Rapunzel, and discussing relevant
symbols and situations in the Rapunzel story we asked
participants to deﬁne a goal and identify ways they tend to
sabotage that goal. We muscle-tested various thoughts and
substances, did yoga both for ﬂexibility and spine-strengthening,
then muscle-tested again: It was amazing to see how the yoga
immediately strengthened even people’s physical ability to resist
negativity while allowing them to remain supple and ﬂexible.

MEMBERSHIP NOTICE
We now send out general notices of meetings etc. by
email. If you have changed address (or email) and want
to continue to recieve notices, copies of Conjunction
and other printed matieral it is really important that the
change of your address and email address is sent to Elly at
api.enquiries@btopenworld.com

JOYCE HOPEWELL’S BLOG
HUBER CHART INTERPRETATIONS
ASTROLOGICAL REFLECTIONS
AND MUCH MORE...
www.joycehopewell.blogspot.com

The format ensures that each workshop is fast-paced and
focused, yet is also open enough to allow each person to ﬁt
their own situation into the context under discussion.
October Retreat in Taos, New Mexico

A returning workshop participant is Pam Tyler (see also
Page 4), co-founder of API (UK) and my good friend who
initially introduced me to astrology. Pam has said of the Yoga
& Astrology Workshops:
“Profoundly inspiring! This unparalleled approach unites
both disciplines, anchoring astrology in the body and
broadening the yoga experience to include myth and story.
For seasoned astrologers like myself stuck in their heads, or
yoga students ‘blissed out’ in their bodies, it is remarkably
accessible, jargon-free and physically manageable.”
So taken was Pam with the workshops that she invited Vera
and I to present the entire cycle of them in a week-long retreat
at the lovely San Geromino Lodge (www.sangeronimolodge.
com) in Taos, New Mexico. The retreat will be held October
12-19, 2008. One sign polarity will be covered each of the six
full days – one sign in the morning, one in the afternoon, three
hours apiece. The usual format and content of the Los Angeles
workshops will be deepened and expanded by the location
in Taos and participants will be encouraged to consider how
various sign energies are made manifest in the world around
them. In addition, we will offer morning yoga, open studio
space and evening meditation throughout the week.
If you can’t make it to the Taos retreat, sign up for updates on
my website and I’ll let you know when the workshop podcasts
are available!
Note: Kathy has a blog at www.depthastrology.blogspot.
com and you can ﬁnd more about the Yoga and Astrology
Workshops at www.depthastrology.net.
FOR MORE ABOUT RAPUNZEL FROM KATHY, LOOK
OUT FOR THE 2ND EDITION OF CONJUNCTION
EXTRA, SCHEDULED FOR END OF OCTOBER

API CHART
DATA SERVICE

A comprehensive range of data and
charts on paper or acetate produced to a
very high standard
using Megastar Software
Contact Richard Llewellyn
PO Box 29, Upton, Wirral, CH4 3BG
Tel: +44(0)151 606 8551
email: r.llewellyn@btinternet.com

ASTROLOGICAL SOFTWARE

ASTRO CORA, MEGASTAR, REGULUS,
REGULUS LIGHT
& Special Student Edition - Regulus API(UK)
Elly Gibbs, API Software Distribution.
P.O.Box 29, Upton, Wirral, CH49 3BG, England
Tel. +44 (0)151- 605 - 0039
software.api@btinternet.com

Natal House & Node Charts + Click – Integration
Dynamic Quadrants –Transits – Progressions
– Personal Rays – Relationship Charts …
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Astrological Psychology Institute (UK)

NEW PERSPECTIVES

Conference 2008
ALL WELCOME

Admission is free to all API(UK) Members (booking required).
Admission fee for non-members is £15, which includes
a year’s free membership of API (UK).
To reserve a place contact Linda Tinsley
+44(0)1704 544652 lucindatinsley@talktalk.net
PROVISIONAL AGENDA
10 am

Welcome by Richard Llewellyn, Principal Emeritus, API (UK)

10.10 am

25 years of API (UK)

10.30 am

The Living Birthchart by Joyce Hopewell, Principal, API (UK)
The best way to learn and understand astrology from a deep level is to make
it come alive in ways you can relate to. When your birthchart comes alive and
becomes an integral part of your everyday life, then your astrology lives. This will
be the theme of Joyce’s talk, and she will be sharing some of the ideas from her
new book “The Living Birthchart”.

11.15 am

Coffee break
An opportunity to browse the bookstall, get a printout of your Huber Style birth
chart , meet fellow students and astrologers, pick up your copy of Conjunction
(new members) or to have your copies of the Cosmic Egg Timer or The Living
Birthchart signed by the authors!

11.35 am

21st Century Readings from an Ancient Tradition
by Sue Lewis, Tutor, API (UK)
Greek myths depict fateful patterns of destiny and unleash cathartic emotions.
Sue will demonstrate how modern aspect pattern astrology can help us integrate
body, mind and feelings, develop the will to become our true selves and make
informed choices in an increasingly complex and ever-changing world.

12.20pm

Questions and wrap up of the morning

12.30 pm

LUNCH

1.30 pm

API (UK) AGM

2.00 pm

Details to be confirmed (see website for updates)

2.45 pm

Coffee break

3.00 pm

‘Ask Your Tutor’: Panel session with API (UK) tutors

3.55 pm

Conference close: Joyce Hopewell, Principal, API (UK)

@ the historic Mechanics’ Institute Conference Centre
Manchester, England, Saturday November 15th 2008
Latest information: www.api–uk.org
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WORKING WITH MY 3 CHARTS TOGETHER
by Elly Gibbs

T

he three charts “express a dynamic stretch of time – a
mechanism of development” (Moon Node Astrology(1)).
The charts can be seen to ask different questions:
• The Radix or Natal Chart. “Who am I?”
• The House Chart. “Where am I going?”
• The Moon Node Chart.” Where have I come from?”
In Conjunction No. 42 (July 2007) I wrote an article titled The
Recorder in my House Chart(2) and detailed my understanding
of this in the context of what the environment offers for
my future development. My understanding of the House
Chart began when I was preparing my oral assessment for
presentation to Michael and Louise Huber at Face-to-Face in
2003. I also noticed how working with the three charts together
could enable the process of unravelling a pattern of behaviour
that has not been previously recognised or understood.
In order to bring a pattern of behaviour into consciousness
we have to admit that it really exists and this can be hard to
accept. We may not want to acknowledge it because we either
don’t like it, or we recognise that other people ﬁnd it difﬁcult
to cope with. Once we have recognised the behaviour pattern it
is necessary to determine where in the natal chart it manifests
itself before it is traced back in the past.

I have no desire to control other people or tell them what to
do, but as you can see I will not tolerate anyone trying to take
control of me. This behaviour does have a positive side because
it stems from a very strong and often courageous physical and
mental position. I stand up for what I believe in and can give
courage to others to do the same.
Where does this manifest itself in my Natal Chart?

My behaviour Pattern – “Honestly”

I react very quickly, usually inwardly, if people take for
granted that I will do something. I also react when others do
something that affects me without asking my permission. I feel
immediate indignation if my choice is taken away and I am
just as annoyed if it happens to other people. My philosophy,
for as long as I can remember is that the only true freedom we
have in life is that of choice and nobody has the right to take
that choice way.
I have never liked my space invaded or interfered with.
For example, if someone outside the family decided to put a
plant in my garden without asking my permission, it would
deﬁnitely upset me, no matter how well intentioned they
may think they are being. I have a friend whose mother-inlaw had a key to her house and used to go in and move her
ornaments to where she thought they should be placed. Had
this happened to me I would have been outraged and changed
the locks immediately!
My parents taught me to treat others as I would like to be
treated and I would therefore never invade another person’s
personal boundaries. I additionally ﬁnd it difﬁcult to be
tolerant of selﬁshness or laziness when it leaves others with
no choice but to to do the lion’s share. Also, because of the
importance to me of freedom of choice, I deplore bullying
and have often turned on perpetrators who have then seen my
green eyes shine!
This behaviour pattern seems to centre on issues of control
and my own self-worth. I have a strong need to be in control
of my self and my environment. If I have freedom of choice
I am automatically in control of what is happening to me
and my security needs are satisﬁed. I have a ‘Belt and Braces’
approach which tries to prepare for every eventuality – so that
if anything goes wrong I have what I need at hand to put it
right straight away.

My Age Point at the moment is square to Mars/Pluto in
my Natal chart and sextile to Mars/Pluto in my Nodal (Moon
Node) chart. It seems to me that Mars/Pluto is never far away,
either consciously or in the shadow of the Moon Node chart.
Therefore I concluded that I must understand its signiﬁcance
in the Moon Node chart as well the Natal chart in order to gain
full awareness of this energy in my life.
My Nodal Chart

The Moon Node Chart which can also be seen as the mirror
horoscope or the shadow personality, shows us things that are
reversed and often obscured to the conscious mind. The 8th,
possession, House is concerned with law, institutions, society
and structure. Here I am part of law enforcement. I can hear
myself saying “The rules must be obeyed. You will do as the law
dictates.” The issue of control and power feels very strong here
and I do want to control and have power over others. It is part
of my security to keep everybody in line.
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The opposite is of course is true now. I have a taste of my
own medicine when anybody tries to control me and I don’t
like it. Now I hear myself saying “I make the rules for me. You
will not tell me what to do or have power over me.”
My understanding of the mirror is this:
Nodal. While I am so determined to enforce the law, and
not allow people to be what they want to be, I cannot interact
properly and understand the effect it has on me. My lesson
is to join in life’s team to really understand my place in it. I
can then help society put into place constructive and beneﬁcial
laws instead of dictatorial rules that constrain and conﬁne.
Natal Chart: While I am determined to keep my own world
closed, in a way the same thing is happening as in the nodal
chart. I am letting other people go their own way but I am also
keeping life’s team at a distance, in order to keep control of my
own environment.
I don’t want to lose my self control altogether but I think
there is a balance to be struck and the rest of my Natal chart
has helped. Jupiter on the descendant goes out to greet people
and it is the ﬁrst planet that they meet at my door. Therefore it
has not been possible to isolate myself, nor have I wanted to. I
enjoy my contact with people and have found out that I have
gained self-awareness from peoples’ reaction to me.
House Chart

stand out alone and employ personality and creativity to make
things happen rather than “total control” of self and others.
Having reﬂected on the ambivalence triangle in the House
Chart, I realise that my 2nd house Mars the reacts in a much
less ﬁery way in my life now. The intercepted nodal axis and
Sun/Neptune conjunction, the working part of this triangle,
and part of my inner journey, enable Mars to employ a more
sedate and skilful reaction to situations.I wait until the person
has gone and then I will quietly move or remove it!
The Ascendant and its esoteric meaning

The ascendant is both the goal and the way, and understanding
the seed thought reveals the quality that has to be developed if
the goal is to be reached. My Ascending sign is Cancer and its
seed thought is “I build a lighted house and therein I dwell”
A lighthouse on the rocks warns of danger and guides ships
safely in to harbour and out again. If we were tired and weary
travellers and saw a welcoming light in the dark we might hope
for a place of rest and sustenance. The lighted house I have to
build is within me, my individual pathway to enlightenment,
a place of quiet reﬂection for my spirit, and a journey for my
soul. I hope that alongside my own building work I can help
to shine a light to guide others and to offer some rest and
sustenance as they too journey onwards.
(1) Bruno and Louise Huber, Hopewell, 2005. Available from
the API (UK) bookshop, price £15 (10% discount for API (UK)
Members)

QUESTION CORNER
Pauline Southall, a Diploma Holder who lives in Perth,
Western Australia, has written in with a question.
Pauline says:

The red Opposition, the working part of the Ambivalence
Triangle, is intercepted and contains my nodal axis with the
Sun/Neptune and Mercury conjunction playing its part. The
nodal axis is my concern in this article.
My Natal Nodal Axis

The North Node is a signpost, a clue to my life’s journey
and explains why I have to deal with the Mars/Pluto part
of my behaviour. My Natal Nodal Axis is the 4/10 cardinal
individuality axis, with my North Node approaching the
Balance Point of the 10th house.
This intercepted axis indicates an inner journey to enable me
to begin my understanding of my individuality. Balancing the
Nodal Axis and understanding my North Node is a necessary
part of this process.
With the North Node in the 10th house it is important to
develop my own individuality and to promote self-knowledge,
which is not constrained by the collective.
The Node in the signs is not normally considered. I feel
though for me, considering that the signs are our inherited
traits, and that this is an inner journey, the Aries costume of
the node adds to the whole picture. The node in Aries must
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“I have recently rectified the time of my birthchart
which has made a particular change which is bugging
me somewhat. In Bruno Huber’s book Lifeclock, he talks
about signs without low points and how these signs are
axially active throughout life and particularly successful
during the AP passage. However, this issue was not
included at all in the study manuals of the Diploma.
In my rectified chart I now have Scorpio without a
lowpoint with the 5th house cusp in the middle of the
sign. To add to this I have Mercury, Sun and Saturn
all in Scorpio, so I am really grappling with how these
planets will manifest in a sign without a lowpoint.”
Does anyone please have some feedback for Pauline on
this? If so, please send your ‘answers’ in to the Editor
(contact details page 2) and I will pass them on to
Pauline. I will also print all feedback in the next issue of
the newsletter and in the Members Only area of the
website for those of you who can’t wait six months for
the replies!
If you have any questions for readers then please do
send them in. This could become a regular feature of
Conjunction.

25 Years of API (UK) ...

reﬂections on the foundation chart by Joyce Hopewell

API

(UK) was founded on 8th June 1983, at 12.30 pm
in a pub in London, at a meeting between Richard
Llewellyn and Pam Tyler, the American astrologer who
introduced Richard to the work of the Hubers. They met to
discuss the possibility of founding an astrology school which
would teach the psychological work of Bruno and Louise
Huber, with the specific intention of making the material
available to the English-speaking world.
Interestingly, although the school was known for many years
as “The English Huber School”, on the original agreement for the
foundation of the school, which Richard made with Bruno and
Louise Huber, it is called the “Astrological Psychology Institute
(UK)”. The change of name made several years ago was, in fact,
no change at all, but a return to our original roots!
Although I’m reflecting on the foundation chart, and
making a few observations, I invite and encourage you, the
reader, to join me in this and study the chart for yourself,
maybe sending in your own observations to our Editor so
they can be shared with others readers in a future issue of
“Conjunction”. I’m also viewing the chart as symbolic of the
living, organic energy, which represent the ethos of API (UK)
and embodies those who are part of the school. It is, after all, a
membership organisation, so if you’re reading this you’re part
of it! You are, through your membership, an ambassador for
the school in addition to being a student or diploma holder,
and I hope you will wear this with pride as API (UK) reaches
its 25th anniversary.

SUN/MARS IN 10th HOUSE

For me, the chart image speaks of searchlights or strong
beams of light which are mobile and can change direction
to illuminate different areas of activity, a valuable thing to
bear in mind as API (UK) has to be able to move with the
flow of current interests. The shaping/motivation of the chart
is a mixture of Dynamic and Linear, offering the ability to
engage with the course of change yet also to be tangential and
able to change direction quickly. The vertical direction of
the aspect structure leaves no doubt about the aspirations of
API (UK) - to be recognised for the unique and outstanding
courses which are offered! Sun/Mars are strongly placed in
the Cardinal zone of the 10th House, but they sit alongside
the Moon’s Node suggesting that this area of existence and
expression is one which has to be developed and lived fully.
Neptune in the 4th House is conjunct the South Node, so it
may be too easy an option to stay safe and cosy down there
with ideals and visions of what we might be, and not develop
the will of the 10th House Sun to move forward and achieve
autonomy and full recognition.
The colour balance of 2 red: 3 green: 3 blue is inclined
towards being caught up in thought and ideas, maybe to the
detriment of taking action. The chart is “I” sided, with an
equal emphasis on the upper and lower hemispheres. Can
API (UK) connect with its roots in the lower unconscious
area of the chart? I think so; stressed Jupiter/Uranus close
to the IC is a focal point. Can it reach its highest aspirations
and assert its individuality in the upper, conscious half of the
chart? Possibly….but this takes effort and the use of the will.

The pull of the South Node in the 4th House may sometimes
prove too tempting, too strong to be ignored. So the message
here is “don’t rest on your laurels; harness the power and
strength of Sun and Mars in Gemini in the 10th and let the
world know you exist - shout it from the rooftops!”.
Both Sun and Mars are strong by Sign, and are prominently
placed near the MC. They are also, via the conjunction to the
Node, involved in both aspect patterns in the chart, a Search
figure and a Single Ambivalence figure. Saturn/Pluto are
likewise involved in both these patterns and are at the blue
“escape” corner of the Ambivalence figure. What sort of
escape might Saturn/Pluto provide in the 2nd House? This
conjunction receives all 3 colours of aspects, so is “lit up” with
potential for awareness and growth. Could Saturn provide a
safe physical container for transformation? Would this relate
to our security and possessions - in this case the intellectual
property of API (UK) in the form of its courses - which do
offer a vehicle for personal growth and transformation for
those who study them? Whichever way I look at Saturn/Pluto
at the “escape” corner of this aspect figure, they don’t strike
me as an easy or comfortable way to escape - yet neither
are our courses! Concerned as they are with personal and
spiritual growth, most students who enrol find whilst they
are not always easy as they present personal challenges, they
are always rated as most definitely worthwhile! Over the years
I’ve been involved with the school, I’ve seen students blossom,
grow and transform as they follow the Diploma course. It has
that effect. People open up, take risks, grow in stature and
confidence, realise their potential.
STRONG MOON

Sun/Mars, placed as they are high in the chart, have another
supporter nearby when it comes to blowing our own trumpet:
the Moon sits high and proud on the 9th cusp. This is a strong
Moon by Sign (11 degrees) and by House (3 seconds into the
9th). Here, on a 9th House level of higher learning we can
let our engagement with and commitment to astrological
psychology shine. We can speak with conviction from our
own experience of what studying and using the Huber Method
means for us. And we mustn’t forget to do this! There is even
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a helpful quincunx from Moon to Uranus to help us get this
astrological message out into the world, but it’s a one-way
aspect so we have to keep working at it. If Uranus symbolises
astrology and the principle of maintenance and change, and
the Moon symbolises our emotional drives and needs, then
to speak from the heart about the importance of astrological
psychology in our lives as students, seekers and practitioners
in the helping professions is something we can all do.

then initiated and created the “Face to Face” workshops
which combined the content of the training weekends into a
full intensive week.
In 1989, the first of these took place in Totnes as the AP
made a trine aspect to the 10th House Sun/Mars.
In 1991, on the conjunction of the AP with Saturn/Pluto, I

TIMELINE

I sketched out a time-line for API (UK), from birth to the
present time as we celebrate this Silver Jubilee of 25 years.
My time-line is composed of personal memories as well as
significant events in the growth and development of the
school over the years. The AC at 15 degrees Virgo marks the
“birth” of the school, and the Virgo ascendant also hints at
the inclusion and involvement of the helping and healing
professions. One of the original aims of API (UK) is “To
promote and develop the concept of astrological psychology
amongst astrologers, psychologists, counsellors and others
engaged in the helping professions”.
AGE PROGRESSION

Although API (UK) was founded in 1983, it was not until
1984 that the first student enrolled. This was because Richard
Llewellyn had to shut himself away to write the teaching
manuals! Pam Tyler had decided to move back to America
to train as an attorney, leaving Richard the task of gathering
together the material he had amassed after many seminars
and meetings with the Hubers.

Face to Face, 1989

took over as Principal leaving Richard free to travel extensively
throughout the world giving workshops on the Huber Method
and spreading the word worldwide. At the same time, the AP
was conjunct Moon in the node chart.
Other milestones that stand out are:

• API (UK)’s 10th birthday in 1993 and our first residential
“Face to Face” workshop at the Beacon Centre when the AP
squared Venus in the 11th House. The school was growing
up and a sense of “family” and relationship - the Venus in
11th influence - was strengthening.
• In 2000, the “Face to Face” workshops moved to Buckland
Hall as the AP was conjunct Jupiter/Uranus and we reached
the IC.
• In 2001, we turned 18 and came of age with AP quincunx
the 9th House cuspal Moon, perhaps a reminder to celebrate
yet not to forget to speak out and be heard, to let the world
know what a valuable tool astrological psychology is.
AND NOW WE ARE 25

The AP is making a trine aspect to Mercury in Taurus,

Richard with Bruno Huber in Dartington, 1984

The first enrolment in 1984 coincided with the Age Point
(AP) being conjunct Sun/Mars in the node chart, and under
this conjunction Bruno and Louise gave their first UK
seminar in Exeter.
By 1986 enrolments were rolling in (mine amongst them!)
as the AP formed a Small Learning triangle with Saturn/Pluto
and Neptune.
In 1987 the first 5 Swiss Dip. API’s were presented to the
first 5 students of the school to complete the Diploma course
and go forward for assessment with the Hubers in Adliswil.
Here my personal memories kick in as I was one of the five,
and I was invited by Richard to become a tutor minutes after
I’d been awarded my Diploma!
Prior to 1989, students undertook practical training as part
of the course work over three designated weekends. Richard

API (UK) Council, 2003 formed in 2003

placed in the Fixed zone of the 9th. Rather than allowing
the abundance of the trine seduce us into a false sense of not
needing to do anything much, now is the time to look in a
Jupiterian way towards the highest and best that we can offer,
and engage in solid and practical ways with communicating
our own truth about API (UK) and the Huber Method, and
the benefits that our very individual and unique approach to
personal and spiritual growth can offer.

Please note: The views expressed in Conjunction are those of the authors
and do not necessarily reflect those of API (UK).
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